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"Triumph in Tribulation" gives an alternative view to the popular Pre-Tribulation rapture theory

prevalent in some Christian circles, particularly in the western world. Written by an American
who has lived in the Islamic world for nearly four decades, John Patrick questions why
Americans and Christians in the West should be exempt from the persecution their Christian

brothers and sisters face in many parts of the world. Scriptures are presented from all across the
Bible showing how God's people have always suffered persecution. He proposes that the

coming Great Tribulation will be no different, with hard evidence from the Scripture supporting
this view. Don't be "left behind" in spirit and unprepared for what is ahead for believers of all

faiths when the world plunges into the "Great Tribulation." (Matthew Chapter 24, verse 21)This

book came about during a visit to Africa. Many churches requested teaching on this subject, as
there were so many confusing theories flying around. This resulted in some church members
making unwise decisions, financial and otherwise, based on the idea that Jesus could return at

any minute. Thus came the idea for this publication, a collection of Bible verses on the subject
from both the Old and New Testaments. "That the trial of your faith, being much more precious

than gold that perishes, though it be tried with fire, might be found unto praise and honour and
glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ." (First Peter Chapter 1, verse 7)

“Mr. Berger, who has reported on Hasidic communities for 30 years, plays the role of

mythbuster…. The Pious Ones is a nice primer on Hasidim. There’s so much more to say on this

subject, and no one is better placed to do so than Joseph Berger. ” -- Wall Street Journal“A
fascinating behind-the-scenes look at the world of Hasidim.… [S]olid research and

approachable writing.” -- Kirkus“For those who’ve wondered about the black-hatted men in frock

coats with long beards, Berger …provides many of the answers…. An absorbing read.” -Booklist“Fascinating…, Although sympathetic, Berger does not romanticize the chasidim…. His
book takes us on a remarkable journey into the complexities of their lives.” -- Jewish Week“The

most intriguing sections in Berger’s book discuss the conflicts between Hasidim and the more

secular, often Jewish, neighbors with whom they butt heads over issues of property, pluralism
and women’s rights.” -- New York Times Book Review --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorJoseph Berger has been a New York Times reporter,
columnist, and editor for thirty years. He is the author of three books: Displaced Persons:

Growing Up American After the Holocaust, which was a New York Times Notable Book; The
World in a City: Traveling the Globe Through the Neighborhoods of the New New York; and The

Young Scientists: America's Future and the Winning of the Westinghouse. He lives in
Westchester County, New York.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the
Back CoverVeteran New York Times journalist Joseph Berger takes us inside the fascinating,

insular world of the Hasidim to explore their origins, beliefs, and struggles.Though the Hasidic

way of life was nearly extinguished in the Holocaust, today the Hasidim—"the pious ones"—
have become one of the most prominent religious subcultures in America. In The Pious Ones,
New York Times journalist Joseph Berger traces their origins in eighteenth-century Eastern

Europe, illuminating their dynamics and core beliefs, which remain enigmatic to outsiders. He
analyzes the Hasidim's codified lifestyle, revealing its fascinating secrets, complexities, and

paradoxes, and provides a nuanced and insightful portrayal of how their all-encompassing faith

dictates nearly every aspect of life—including work, education, food, sex, clothing, and social
relations—and helps them to sustain a sense of connection and purpose in a changing
world.From the intense sectarian politics to the conflicts that arise over housing, transportation,

schooling, and gender roles, The Pious Ones chronicles the ways in which the fabric of Hasidic
existence is threatened by both exposure to the wider world and internal fissures within its
growing population. What lies ahead for the Hasidim, and what lies ahead for American culture

and politics as these ultra-Orthodox Jews occupy a greater place in our society?--This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapVeteran New York Times journalist
Joseph Berger takes us inside the fascinating, insular world of the Hasidim to explore their

origins, beliefs, and struggles.Though the Hasidic way of life was nearly extinguished in the
Holocaust, today the Hasidim--the pious ones--have become one of the most prominent

religious subcultures in America. In The Pious Ones, New York Times journalist Joseph Berger

traces their origins in eighteenth-century Eastern Europe, illuminating their dynamics and core
beliefs, which remain enigmatic to outsiders. He analyzes the Hasidim's codified lifestyle,

revealing its fascinating secrets, complexities, and paradoxes, and provides a nuanced and

insightful portrayal of how their all-encompassing faith dictates nearly every aspect of life-including work, education, food, sex, clothing, and social relations--and helps them to sustain a

sense of connection and purpose in a changing world.From the intense sectarian politics to the
conflicts that arise over housing, transportation, schooling, and gender roles, The Pious Ones

chronicles the ways in which the fabric of Hasidic existence is threatened by both exposure to
the wider world and internal fissures within its growing population. What lies ahead for the
Hasidim, and what lies ahead for American culture and politics as these ultra-Orthodox Jews

occupy a greater place in our society?--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more

Triumph in Tribulation“We shall overcome!” “Triumph in Tribulation” gives an alternate view to
the popular Pre-Tribulation Rapture theory prevalent in some Christian circles in the western

world. Written by an American who has lived in the Islamic world for 35 years, John Patrick
questions why Americans and Christians in the West should be exempt from the persecution
their brethren face in many parts of the world. Scriptures are presented from all across the Bible
showing how God’s people have always suffered persecution. He proposes that the coming

Great Tribulation will be no different, with hard evidence from the Scripture supporting this view.
Don’t be “left behind” in spirit and unprepared for what is ahead for believers of all faith when the
world plunges into the “Great Tribulation”. (Matthew 24:21) The text includes scores of promises

of comfort and protection showing how many true believers will be miraculously protected during

the Tribulation period and will have their greatest time of witness since the early church! “That
the trial of your faith, being much more precious than gold that perishes, might be found unto
praise and honor and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ.” First Peter 1:7

TRIUMPH IN TRIBULATION“Don’t Be Left Behind in Spirit!”JOHN PATRICKTeacher, Traveler,

Author Acknowledgements This book is dedicated to all believers in Love with the hope of
strengthening the reader to face whatever storms the future may hold! Thanks to Beatriz who

encouraged me to write this book and to Rose, Rey, Kathleen, Luz and the many many editors
and proofreaders! Thanks you! Copyright © 2021 John Patrick2nd Edition, first printed in
Africa in 2019
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-Chapter One- Introduction Precedence and Principles“Our lights will shine in the midst of
darkness” “No one could see anyone else or move about for three days. Yet all the Israelites had

light in the places where they lived.”— Exodus 10:23 Christians have faced difficulties century

after century after century. It started with Christ Himself, who was tortured and crucified, it was
followed by the difficulties His disciples and earlier followers faced; Paul’s trials and tribulations,

as well as the following centuries of persecution. The hardships Christians throughout history
have encountered carries on throughout the ages until today. Life is hard. The Christian’s life is
hard. That’s a reality. Jesus promised it when he reminded us that “A servant is not greater than

his master. If they persecuted Me, they will also persecute you.” John 15:20 Before starting to

read this book, it may be helpful to try and forget any preconceived ideas and previous
teachings about whether Christians will be raptured before or after the Great Tribulation

described in the book of Matthew, Chapter 24. Pretend this is the first time we hear these
verses. In this way, we may be able to better receive a fresh interpretation straight from the Bible

itself. Let the verses speak for themselves so you can “…rightly divide the word of truth.” 2
Timothy 2:15 In the Book of Exodus, Moses called down ten plagues upon the world empire of
Egypt. God’s children were in the midst of this “tribulation” surrounded by the very plagues that
were devastating the people who were persecuting them. After the first three plagues, the Lord
speaks to Moses: “22But on that day I will deal differently with the land of Goshen, where my

people live; no swarms of flies will be there, so that you will know that I, the LORD, am in this
land. 23 I will make a distinction between my people and your people.”– Exodus 8:22-24

NIV God’s people were not touched by the plague of flies, nor any of the remaining plagues of
Egypt. In the very end of time, we find a similar scenario in Revelation Chapter Nine, when the
fifth angel sounds his trumpet: “The fifth angel sounded his trumpet…3And out of the smoke
locusts came down on the earth and were given power like that of scorpions of the earth. 4 They

were told not to harm the grass of the earth or any plant or tree, but only those people who did
not have the seal of God on their foreheads. 5They were not allowed to kill them but only to

torture them for five months...”– Revelation 9:1-5 NIV Here we have scorpion-like locust plaguing

the peoples of the earth who “do not have the seal of God on their foreheads.” What is the seal of

God? Paul wrote to the Ephesians stating that they are “sealed with the Holy Spirit.”“In Him you
also trusted, after you heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation; in whom also, having
believed, you were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise…” –Ephesians 1:13 NKJV The locusts

will not harm the believers, as they are sealed with the seal of God. Yet the non-believers will be
tortured for five months, giving the believers in God a five month break from their persecutors

during the horrific time of Great Tribulation. Perhaps these amazing locusts will be the effect of

some of mankind’s genetic modifications, or a new creation of God to torment the unbelievers.
Whatever the case, the people of faith will enjoy five months of partial rest from their persecutors

as “it is a righteous thing with God to recompense tribulation to them that trouble you.” –2nd
Thessalonians 1:6 KJV In the midst of the greatest trouble believers ever experience, God will

be “tribulating” those who attempt to tribulate us, shortly before He returns to bring an end to

those who would harm His children. The early Christians suffered immense persecution, yet the
Lord poured out upon them amazing grace, power for the hour and joy unspeakable in their

afflictions. The great Apostle Paul, who suffered stoning, beatings and much more, wrote the

following:“…we must through much tribulation enter into the kingdom of God.” - Acts 14:22

KJV It was basic doctrine to new believers in the early church, that to enter the kingdom of God,
one must pass through the portal of persecution. Paul wrote to the Philippians that it is “given
unto us to not only believe on Him, but also to suffer for His sake.” –Philippians 1:29

KJVSuffering for Jesus was a basic part of Christian life. Paul encouraged young Timothy that “if
we suffer for Him, we shall also reign with Him.” – 2 Timothy 2:12 In the next chapter, Paul
reminds Timothy that “all that will live Godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution.” – 2 Timothy

3:12 It is a promise, if we are truly living Godly lives, we will suffer persecution in one way or
another. Actually, it is a privilege. God refines us in the crucible of persecution. Job said “He

knows the way that I take: when He has tried me, I shall come forth as gold.” – Job 23:10 KJV
Persecution is a blessing, it purges our dross, and turns our faith into gold. Persecution

drives us into the presence of the Lord, and we will find His Word true, that “He will never leave
you nor forsake you” – Hebrews 13:5, even in the darkest of times, He will be a guiding light and

at your side. In the writings of the New Testament, we find believers joyful and thriving in the
midst of affliction and persecution, so much so, that their fame is spread abroad. “6And you

became followers of us and of the Lord, having received the word in much affliction, with joy of
the Holy Spirit, 7so that you became examples to all in Macedonia and Achaia who believe. 8For

from you the word of the Lord has sounded forth, not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in
every place.” –1 Thessalonians 1:6-8 The early Christian writers of the epistles were simply
expanding on what Jesus Himself taught. In John Chapter 16, Jesus says: “These things I have

spoken unto you, that in me ye might have peace. In the world ye shall have tribulation: but be of
good cheer; I have overcome the world.”– John 16:33 Jesus Himself prayed that God will

not take us out of the world in the evil times, but that God will protect us: “I have given them your

word; and the world hath hated them, because they are not of the world, even as I am not of the
world. I pray not that you should take them out of the world, but that you should keep them from
the evil.” – John 17: 14, 15 KJV There are many promises about how God can keep the believer

through whatever tribulation he or she may face. Daniel was delivered from the den of lions as

“God sent His angel to shut the lions’ mouths so that they would not hurt me…” – Daniel 6:10. He

will do the same for us today as we dwell in His presence. For an entire chapter of God’s
miraculous protection, read Psalm 91. It sounds as if the Psalmist is in the midst of a major
world war, with thousands falling down on either side of him: “5You shall not be afraid for the

terror by night; nor for the arrow that flies by day; 6 Nor of the pestilence that walks in darkness,

Nor of the destruction that lays waste at noonday.7 A thousand may fall at your side, And ten
thousand at your right hand; But it shall not come near you. 8 Only with your eyes shall you look,

And see the reward of the wicked.” Psalm 91: 5-8 NKJV For our eyes to behold and see the
reward of the wicked, and for thousands to fall at our side, we need to be on this planet earth! In
closing, here are a few other verses showing how believers go through a time of suffering, and

then receive the promised blessing: “10For You, O God, have tested us; You have refined us as
silver is refined. 11 You brought us into the net; You laid affliction on our backs. 12 You have

caused men to ride over our heads; We went through fire and through water; But You brought us

out to rich fulfillment.” Psalm 66-10-12 NKJV After going through the fire and water of the Great
Tribulation, God brings us in to a very “wealthy place,” the millennial rule of Christ on earth where

there will be abundance for all. “But the God of all grace, who hath called us unto his eternal
glory by Christ Jesus, after that ye have suffered a while, make you perfect, stablish, strengthen,

settle you.” — 1 Peter 5:10 KJV “Dear friends, do not be surprised at the fiery ordeal that has

come on you to test you, as though something strange were happening to you. But rejoice
inasmuch as you participate in the sufferings of Christ, so that you may be overjoyed when his
glory is revealed.” — 1 Peter 4:12, 13 NIV Paul desired to suffer like Jesus did, so that he might
know Jesus more intimately, and experience his power: “I want to know Christ—yes, to know the

power of his resurrection and participation in his sufferings, becoming like him in his

death.” (Philippians 3:10). NIV Jesus told us to “rejoice and be glad” when men revile us and
persecute us. (Matthew 5:12) His original disciples obeyed this, “’rejoicing that they were

counted worthy to suffer shame for His name.” (Acts 5:41) A deep radiant joy in the midst of
persecution is a great witness to those who do not know Jesus. Due to America’s Christian

influence from its early days, which is quite an exception in history, many Americans have fallen
into the trap of thinking that Christians should always be admired and honored in the culture. Yet

over 75% of the world’s population lives in areas where severe religious restrictions are in place
and in nearly sixty countries it is outright dangerous to be a Christian. It is good to remember that
God doesn’t usually ask His followers to suffer for too long a time and that throughout Christian
history, the actual martyrs for the faith are generally in the minority. “When I am afraid, I put my

trust in you.”—Psalm 56:3 NIV“When anxiety was great within me, your consolation brought joy
to my soul.”—Psalm 94:19 NIV

- Chapter 2 - Matthew 24 “When ye shall see the Abomination of Desolation…”– Matthew
24:15 Matthew 24 is perhaps the most well known chapter concerning the 2nd coming of Christ.

The disciples asked Jesus for “a sign” of His return, and Jesus generously gave them not just
one but a whole list of signs. Wars, earthquakes, famines, pestilences, the Gospel being

preached in all the world and the hearts of many growing cold are just some of the signs given in
Matthew 24 that many people believe are being fulfilled in our generation. There is one

outstanding sign that Jesus clearly states will proceed both the tribulation and the rapture. This

sign and the events following the sign are given in a very clear time sequence. It begins with
verse 15 of Matthew Chapter 24.“So when you see standing in the holy place ‘the abomination

that causes desolation,’ spoken of through the prophet Daniel—let the reader understand—
Matthew 24:15 (NIV) So much is in this verse, plus a hint from Jesus to study the book of Daniel
for further understanding of this mysterious “abomination of desolation” that will “be placed” or

“stand” in the holy place. We will cover Daniel in the next four chapters, but if we don’t clearly

understand the sequential order of events that Jesus presents here, we will not have the
foundation to fully comprehend the book of Daniel. Please note that the “abomination of

desolation” stands in the holy place. We will discuss prototypes and foreshadowings of the

abomination of desolation in the final chapters. For now, we will focus on the phrase “when you
see.”When you see the “abomination of desolation” standing in the holy place, we are told what
happens next in the twenty first verse.“For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since

the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be.” — Matthew 24:21 (KJV) It is as

clear as can be! Jesus is so precise in the ordering of events. First, the “abomination of
desolation” and then comes the “great tribulation.”In verses 29-31 of Matthew 24 we see that the
“rapture” immediately follows next: “29Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the
sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and
the powers of the heavens shall be shaken: 30And then shall appear the sign of the Son of man

in heaven: and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of man

coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. 31And He shall send his angels with
a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather together His elect from the four winds, from
one end of heaven to the other.” —Matthew 24:29-31 Wow, one two three. (1) First, the

abomination of desolation stands in the Jewish temple, (2) secondly comes the great tribulation,
and (3) finally, immediately after the tribulation come the cataclysmic signs in the universe, and
then and only then appears the sign of the Son of man in heaven, and the people of the earth

mourn as they see Jesus coming in the clouds of heaven with power and glory.This is
immediately followed by the great sound of a trumpet, as the angels gather together His elect

from the “four winds”, showing that believers will still be living and surviving in every corner of the
earth right up until the Rapture. The Antichrist will be totally unsuccessful in stopping all the
Christians and believers in God in this period known as the “Great Tribulation.”
The Story of Mahmoud: A Modern-Day Tale from the Cradle of Civilization

john, “Concise and easy to understand!. Very informative about many current perspectives of
pre-trib and other modern mind-sets.This book states many verses from all over the Bible giving

a clear picture from ancient to current interpretation.A few topics may be a little challenging, but

that's what the Bible does.I just purchased 10 books and gave them to some of my clients. Great
for conversation starters.Thank you for clearing away some of the rubble that gets thrown at
us .All the best to the author!”

Ymkje, “Great Bible Study. Well written and easy to understand on a topic often misunderstood. I

highly recommend it. It’s an inspiring read that leaves you with hope and faith in God’s love and
care through the years that are yet to come.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Si quieres saber sobre los últimos tiempos. El libro es excelente. El autor

muestra una sincera e íntima relación con Dios y una interpretación acorde con La Biblia. Vale

la pena leerlo, independientemente de lo que pienses del momento del rapto, es una visión que
enriquecerá tu conocimiento sobre los tiempos finales.”

Richard Bril, “What a Great Book on Bible Prophecy. I've never read a book that lays out "End

Time" Bible prophecy as clearly as it is written in this book. I think this is great read for anyone
interested in having a better understanding of the books of Daniel, Revelation and other

prophecies that are found in the Bible. The author explains coming events in an easy-tounderstand way. Really worthwhile reading!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book!. Great book! Biblically accurate and very well-explained”
Jan, “A Book You wouldn't Want to Miss. A very informative, detailed and insightful study of the
Tribulation, as well as encouragement for all of God's children. I especially like the charts

comparing the tribulation trumpets with the wrath of God--two different events. All is backed by
scripture.”

CC  , “Clarity & faith concerning the Endtime events. The Endtime events according to Scripture
in the correct order. Excellent faith-building approach to the tribulation & God's faithfulness to His
children.”

Jonathan, “great in-sight into the end-time. That's great. I'm reading your book to Francis for

evening vespers. It'sa great in-sight into the end-time. It's also well-written, you sureknow the
scriptures well. GBY for writing "Triumph in Tribulation." Love& prayers, Francis & Lisa.”

The book by Joseph Berger has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 9 people have provided feedback.
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